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 The Eternal Turn (I) 

Again I dream that by some error 
  I am reborn exactly as 
  Myself, the same man that I was. 
I feel a sort of giddy terror 
 

At the implications of eternal 
  Return of sameness, and recall 
  That those in Hell can’t change at all, 
As from his ashes rising vernal 
 

To be the same Fucci, the thief, 
  Rises Fucci, so fresh and yet 
  So stale—no pauses to forget 
He is eternal as his grief. 
 

But that is not the only way 
  To view my strange predicament. 
  When memory and presentiment 
Merge on a given re-lived day, 
 

‘The same’ is what does not occur. 
  The repetition of a thing 
  Is not the same thing. Copies wring 
The sameness from it. For the pure 
 

Original is, in its survival, 
  Retrospectively re-defined 
  As something one if so inclined 
Can stage again, as a Revival. 
 

Hamlet, or parts of Hamlet, are 
  Everywhere re-enacted. We 
  Are sad since he was melancholy, 
This puppet so…particular. 
 

Hamlet’s problem is that he sees 
  Too many sides to things, because 
  There are too many. He never was. 
He always is. He cannot cease. 

 

 

  

Enlightenment paralyses action, which  
requires that there should be a veil of 

illusion thrown about the truth. That is 
the moral of Hamlet… 

 

Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy 
 

David Garrick. 
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From Père Lachaise  
  The Question of Reincarnation 

       With a Note on the Oxfordian Theory 
 
   A visitor asks a question. 
Do you plan to reincarnate? 
  Yes, as myself! But if I could 
  Be reborn backwards, Dear, it would 
Be as the Bard. O wicked-great 

 
Old days! The Mermaid Tavern jokes, 
  Shop-talk concerning plays and staging, 
  And drunken Richard Burbage raging 
As Pistol whilst Ben Jonson smokes 

 
His meerschaum pipe, and interjects 
  A caustic comment now and then! 
  Those plays came from another pen, 
Some say. Ah, disputatious sects, 

 
Bardolatrous and bardoclastic! 
  Some claim that it was Ned De Vere, 
  The Earl of Oxford. So I hear. 
I like such claims. They are fantastic. 

 
If he was not the Bard, he should 
  Have been, and therefore was. Shakespeare’s 
  Life was quite colourless; De Vere’s 
Was full of romance, and at good 

 
Queen Bess’s court, he was a figure 
  Of no mean stature, what with marrying 
  Old Burleigh’s daughter, and with carrying 
On that feud with Sidney: a bigger 

 
And grander and more poetic soul 
  Than Shakespeare’s, a more likely sort, 
  What with his knowledge of the Court, 
To have been the author and the sole 

 
Begetter of those utterly 
  Life-like depictions none surpass 
  Of the aristocratic class, 
Its flaws, its magnanimity. 
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And yet, Dears, speaking as Shakespeare’s 
  Reincarnation—as I used 
  To claim I was—I am amused    And still claim, somewhat. 

By how far from the facts it ‘veres’, 

 
This theory—but I approve 
  Of beautiful lies, for they contain 
  Poetic truth, which, I maintain, 
It is quite vulgar to disprove. 
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Meeting the Bard Backstage 
         At the Globe Theatre  

 
[He rises to greet me as I enter the tiring house. He has just exited 
the stage after saying his last lines as Hamlet’s father’s ghost: his  
face is half-young, half-old (the half with old-man make-up not  
yet removed). In my excitement I blurt this out the following:]                                 

         
 

1.                

You nouned new verbs and verbed new nouns 
   To leap thought’s farthest gaps! You tore 
   Lightning-fork neuron pathways for 
The mind to grow beyond its bounds! 

 
‘Twas only you who found a way to 
   Make of the scripts that feed a player 
   Scripture and Book of Common Prayer 
For those who know no God to pray to. 

 
You let us live in Hamlet’s mind, 
  There, at the growing-point of that 
  Complex and vibrant crystal, at 
The edge experienced-tried, refined We are all ‘Shakesperienced’?—[Mr V] 

                               I wish you found puns more…resistible,  Mr V! 
 

By suffering, ripened by the hard      

  Lessons that do not come too late 
  To ready him to meet his fate, 
Perpetually avant-garde. 
 
I flirt with Chaos, but don’t marry her. 
  She is a dangerous goddess-wench 
  Who holds the Cosmos in a clench.     ‘Clench’ in Elizabethan  

You bury darkness when you bury her,     English can mean ‘pun’.—[Mr V] 

 
But light, as well. I am resolute 
  To keep faith with complexity 
  And complication; the whole tree, 
The limb, the leaf, the squirming root. 
 
But where is God in thy Creation? 
  Though in disguise of Pagan robe, 
  Thy King Lear is the Christian Job 
Decrying a New Dispensation 
 
  

The great Globe itself. 
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More outworn than the Old, corrupt 
  As the office of the Anglican 
  And as the jaded Vatican. 
For when the livid clouds erupt 
 
In fire and downpour, where is He? 
  And when the wicked prosper, where? 
  When ill blooms in the brain, who’s there? 
Where is thy God? Knoweth He thee? 
                                       
Since ‘twas forbid to represent  
  Biblical scenes on stage, I was 
  Freed, by the same stroke, from the clause 
That binds to doctrinal assent; 
 
Freed to explore the world’s Book, put 
  In question, glancingly, aside,         
  All abstract truths. Doubt loves to hide              All Poets are Liars 
In motley—dress betrothed to what 

 
Is real, not merely true—for one       

  Can always say, ‘It is the part  
  That calls for it, the mummer’s art’. 
And all one asks is a Well Done.     

 
Prospero’s Book? Why, he commends it 
  To the grey mercy of the wave. 
  And is the sky th’inverted grave 
Of prayer, the emptiness where ends it?  

 
Nay, ‘tis a fine and skyey tomb 
  Of azure, clear-eyed as Apollo 
  Which all our smoke and sweat doth swallow 
With the hopes of a widowed womb! 

 
Or does the Empyrean indeed 
  Lie close behind the vast blue mask? 
  Does Heaven free of toil and task 
Await the few who hold the Creed? 
 
Then let it be a human place. 
  Love is the feeling of the thought, 
  ‘Do what you feel, not what you ought’ 
The only ‘ought’ amid the Grace.    
    
                                              

 

The poet is that Cretan Liar 

Who captures in a contradiction 

The truth that Life is but a fiction 

Stage-managed by the sorcerer, Maya. 

He excuses himself. He must stage-manage the rest 
of the play, and curb the pitiful ambition of the extemp- 
orisers. Still in character, he does not exit so much as 
vanish—like the ghost he plays and, for that matter, is. 
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An Idle Show 
       
 

 

I’ve often dreamed of such a kind 
  Of man as thou. I am Falstaff, 
  You mean, good only for a laugh, 
A comic butt? Is not my mind, 
 

My wit, at least, the cause that wit is 
  In others? Yet there is a blot 
  Upon thy name. I love thee not 
For honour’s sake, my dear, but pity’s. 
 

Of course, one wants to be fair, kind 
  And true. It is good to be good. 
  But there are differences. How could 
Thy love to Constance be confined, 
 

In a domestic idyll all 
  Thy love’s idolatry be spent, 
  When love a stranger turned, and went 
Astray from homely hearth and hall? 
 

Fair, kind and true it was to one 
  Nor true nor kind, though fair. What scope 
  Was there for faith, or love, or hope? 
I am alone. I am alone. 
 
Here is a catch (‘tis but a toy):       
  ‘Hey-no, high-low, say dost thou know He singeth. 

  The Angel with the Brown Halo, He quoteth from Teleny. 

Hey-nonny-no, oh the Brown Boy? He hinteth, with great negative 

  capability, at his scion Keats. 
 

‘Hey-no, high-low, his brown hair turneth  
  The tawniest gold in certain lights, 
  Uncertain lights, on curtained nights, 
Hey-nonny-no, as the lamp burneth.’ 
 

Thine eyes are full of moons and stars; 
  Thy mouth hath tasted of the gutter. 
  Thy life indeed was too, too utter, 
A tragico-historic farce. 
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William and I 
  Riding on a Qua-Train 
     We take a trip by qua-train to nowhere 
  in particular—that is, to Brighton. 
      
1.    

And Marlowe, how, exactly, did 
  You know him? Biblically, as in 
  The Sodom-and-Gomorrah sin?  
I will not raise that coffin lid.  
 
Leave the dead shepherd to his Faustus, 
  His Helen and his woeful Dido. 
  Ah, Doctor Faustus! Where to hide, oh 
Where, when the devils come to roust us? 
 
The sun declineth in the west 
  And droops now the Hesperian star low 
  O’er the sea, mourning for Kit Marlowe. 
Leave the dead shepherd to his rest. 
 
Yes, in a sturdy, swift qua-train 
  I am riding with the Avonian Swan. 
  The window keeps a glass eye on 
Blurred vistas of hill, field, or plain. 
 
From town to village to great city 
  We speed, in conversation so 
  Engrossed at times we hardly know 
Quite where we are. (The Bard’s so witty!) 
 
 
2.  Who Is Shakespeare? 
 
Thinkst thou I am not what I am, 
  And, in a dream that time will shatter, 
  A king, but, waking no such matter? 
Bring buds of staining marjoram,  
 
That would have stol’n Ophelia’s hair,  
  And lay them at my grave, and laugh  
  As if it were the cenotaph 
Of one whose bones do lie elsewhere. 

 
What boots it these bone-buryings? 
  The Phoenix leaveth none behind. 
  Let them pick cinders from the wind 
Who have not seen her living wings. 
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3. 
Ah, the Dark Lady of my dreams, 
  Where is she now, I wonder, where? 
  I know not, Oscar, no, nor care.  
It seems (and well she knows that ‘seems’) 
 

She’s taken up with my boy-player, 
  And they may whistle down the wind 
  For aught it recks me. Just or kind 
She hardly was, but, darkly fair! 
 

And not true, neither, and black wires 
  Grew on her head, and on the ground 
  She trod, and a more pleasing sound 
Hath music than her voice. Desires 
 

Chase out desires. Strange boy, that Cupid. 
  Not to the damask’d rose he flies, 
  But for the blood-red poppy sighs 
Till in a haze he wandereth, stupid. 
 

In black ink did my love shine bright. 
  At reason clever folly mocks. 
  This was, and is, a paradox, 
That she was comely in my sight. 
 

She made me jealous, passing jealous, 
  So languid, she, to grant my suit, 
  Of vows so careless, in pursuit 
Of her self-joys how keen, how zealous! 
 

I had her by the Avon, aye, 
  My make, and my unmaking, she, 
  A perfect piece of deviltry, 
She comes to mind, I know not why. 
 

Hard by the Avon did I have her, 
   A wanton nymph beside a stream. 
  And Anne? She lived in sin’s own dream 
And the sun of my brothers’ favour. 
 

A scene eyed through a windowpane 
   Tells more than ears may hear in passing. 
   I, as a medal-and-scar-amassing 
Veteran of many a campaign 
 

In Cupid’s wars, tell you I won her 
  The length she took to swear an oath, 
  To touch my heart, and break them both. 
Yet would I lie again upon her! 

 

 
Transformation scene: the interior 
of the qua-train is now a theatre. 
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4. [Song] 
 

Music, for that he waketh joy . 
  In the sensory motor cortex, 
  In jig and reel reels in a vortex 
The girl that danceth with the boy. 
 

Music, for that he causeth joy 
  To leap synaptic in the brain, 
  Seasons his meat with salt of pain, 
And round and round go girl and boy. 
 

If music be the food of love 
  The ear’s the mouth that hungers for it, 
  And love’s annoy, though we deplore it, 
What is it but the spice thereof? 
 
No song but has its dissonance, 
  No storm but leaveth a rainbow 
  Behind him as a memento, 
And for that gift the rain will dance! 
 

If music at the close be sweet 
  ‘Tis for the storms that love hath passed. 
  Nor rainbow nor the storm shall last, 
And love sails in a winding sheet, 
 

He in the end takes to his bed 
  Not pleasure’s toy, but his own self. 
  And strange as in a dream an elf 
Seems the dead love rememberèd. 
    A curtain front stage left is lifted 
    to reveal Desdemona’s ghost, still  

5. Desdemona: an Encore        lying on her bed. She wakes and sings.  

What is’t o’clock? All men do kill  

  

  The thing they love, willow O willow. 
  Some use a sword, some use a pillow. 
And some are cold and treat her ill 
 

Till of that ill the lady die. 
  And some in jealous madness slay  
  While others with a kiss betray. 
Weep, O my willow, weep and sigh! 
 

Must love come at so steep a cost? 
  He killed me, but he loved me after, 
  In the teeth of the Devil’s laughter. 
Weep, O my willow, all is lost!   

Sung by a wingèd Cupid dangling awkwardly 
in mid-air, suspended by creaking guy-wires. 
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6. [Gratuitous Clown:] 
Doth music tire of keeping pace 
  With hearts whose roving’s never over? 
  Nay, Bacchus’ pard can change her lover  
But not her spots, nor I my case. 
 

Thus Love and Music on a brass 
  Trumpet did bid me spread their fame, 
  Two things in differing the same. 
A lad is born to sing, Alas!  
   
               
   
 

7. Enter the Dark Lady             She runs to Shakespeare and throws her  arms  

   around his neck. His back is turned, and she 
My love, forgive me, that I stole   gives 

me an interested look over his shoulder. 

  Your Willie, he is just so like   

  A lily. Cupid’s dart did strike                                                         
Me willy-nilly to the soul. 
 
We are all pinned, and made a wreath 
  Of butterflies to crown his head! 
  Your boy I’ve ta’en into my bed, 
My love, but as I hope to breathe 
 
Again in Heaven, I simply could 
  Not help myself. ‘Twas sin, but Willie 
  Is just so very like a lily. 
I want so badly to be good. 
 
The Bard: Scene change: We are once again 

Ah, well, those tears are pearl, which thy inside our ‘train compartment. 

  Love sheds, and they are rich, and ransom… 
  You know the rest.—‘Come thou, my handsome! 
Let’s stroll the city, you and I, 
 

‘And note the various qualities 
  Of people!’—Curious, aren’t they, people? 
 ‘Or make love up in the church steeple!’ 
Then with a kiss let’s seal the peace. 
   

Bravo! The greatness of life is  
  To do thus. What’s thus? There’s the rub. 
  I think I’ve lost my ticket stub.  
Our stop’s the next one after this. 
   

♫ 
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The Illusion of Truth, the Truth of Illusion  
        Jottings from the Reading Notebook 

 
 

1. 
For all the floors in Dante’s house, 
   Finally there is but the one story, 
   A many-leveled Allegory, 
One human story thou wouldst rouse 

 
Us all to take to heart, with thine  
  Example as our Everyman 
  Pilgrimming from the Fall’s first Ban 
Through Sin’s purge back to the Divine; 
 
Whereas in Shakespeare there is no 
  One Story, only a rainbow 
  Assortment thereof. High to low  
The axis, up or down we go 

 
In Dante on that Jacob’s Ladder 
  Which rests its base in the Infernal 
  While reaching up to Life Eternal, 
Blushing and rouged with fine rose madder. 

 
The axis of the Bard: the wide 
  Variety of Renascence Land’s 
  Copia and far-flung Romance 
Of dreams mediaeval, side by side. 

 

 
2. Prince Hal and Falstaff 

 
The Henriad: a cast a thousand 
  Strong through three plays at sprawling strife! 
  And thou, Falstaff, fatter than life, 
Who lead the vitalist carouse and 

 
Fall scapegoat to the Prince at last: 
  He kills your heart from virtue, true? 
  Or from a Machiavell’s virtù? 
You fade into the canvas vast 
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Of politics and warring states, 
  Whose kings with real men as their knights 
  And pawns play chess, as history fights 
Against and through itself, and fates 
 
Are sealed in larger fates. We see 
  Them fall, the wayside casualties: 
  Brash Hotspur feeds the worms. They seize 
Bardolph and hang him from a tree. 
 
Babblin’ o’ green fields, Jack, you wait 
  In bed for death: ‘tis for the best. 
  In Arthur’s bosom you shall rest 
Ere long—if it can bear the weight. 
 
 
3. Dante’s Infernal Pride 
 
In the midst of your harrowing tour 
  You manage to find space and time 
  For the egotistical Sublime 
To brand Hell with its signature. 
 
The pure bravado of your stance, 
  Lording it over Ovid with 
  Your gift for metamorphic myth! 
Agnello and Fucci, how they dance 
 
Circles around the Procnes and 
  The Philomels! who, having changed, 
  Remain as they are rearranged, 
Or like treed Daphne, simply stand. 
 

* 
 

Unique in genius, pride and rage, 
  The nonesuch who plays Everyman 
  As well as any nonesuch can,     
You take us on a pilgrimage 
 
That leads at last to Beatrice, 
  And God Himself yields to the pull 
  Of that which is as personal 
As Proust’s quest for his childhood bliss.  
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4. Montaigne 
 
A very sane and humourous fellow 
  In your round tower, walls emblazoned 
  With aphorisms, all-occasioned 
And all-illuminating… Mellow, 

 
As well, your mind and temperament, 
  So frank and easy, utterly   
  Without pretension, wholly free 
Of ideological sediment. 

 
Shakespeare transformed you into Prince 
  Hamlet, after he’d darkened you 
  Inside his mind. Ah, what to do 
If you’re the Prince, what could convince 

 
You to kill Claudius, the hated 
  Usurper? In your thoughtful headiness 
  You find a way to die in readiness, 
Faithful, but still, not quite persuaded.  
 

* 
  Remembering Hegel on Shakespeare. 

We overhear the characters  
  
  Of Shakespeare as they think aloud. 
  They overhear themselves, endowed 
With minds that grow, and in blank verse 
 
Achieve self-revelation.—Or 
  Say, ‘ravelation’: Consciousness 
  That complicates truth, through excess, 
Is its own haunted Elsinore. 
 
 
 
 

John Philip Kemble. 
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Holding the Mirror up to Artifice 
    Shakespeare Revisits Mimesis 

 
We are in the Globe Theatre tiring house, looking over the costumes 
and props. He picks up a pair of mirrors and holds one up to the other. 

 
Show the mirror its own reflection. 
  Catch the reflecting in the act. 
  The coating with which it is backed 
Let it look back on. Introspection 
 
Makes the impassive speculum 
  Turn Hamlet, making question of 
  Itself. How can Narcissus love 
His image when, like a fine scum, 
 
Doubt clouds the mirror of the pond? 
  He doubts his self-love, for he doubts 
  That self’s existence. When he shouts, 
Whose echo mocks him from beyond 
 
That stand of trees? His too-close look 
  Dirties the lens and makes obscure 
  What Surety once thought most sure.  
Perhaps he is written in a book… 
 
A character made of characters? 
  If he exists, is it because 
  Someone is dreaming that he does? 
And dreams for him a universe? 
 
Let but reflection once reflect 
  Upon itself, and ‘twill confess 
  Too-great awareness makes things less 
Real, and not more. Let it direct 
 
Upon itself its shining beam, 
  As through a magnifying glass,   
  Till tinder-dry as summer’s grass 
It bursts into a Phoenix dream, 
 
The flame, the victim and the pyre. 
  Out of the ashes may arise 
  A ghost with second-sighted eyes, 
Self-fathered in the purging fire. 
 
  

 Edwin Booth. 

A Bit of Byplay with Nietzsche 
 

We cannot live, I used to say, 
Without illusion. True it is! 

But don’t you harm life, saying this? 
 

Ah, let the chips fall where they may! 
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Though Mercury’s coat makes glass look back 
  At us, is Mercury not a liar? 
  (Yet life may lovely lies require 
If truth be but a Void, a Lack.) 
 
Even second sight may prove a liar. 
  Who knows what lies behind the lies? 
  Illusion, let us realise, 
Is but the mirror of Desire.  
   
  

♫ 

Beerbohm Tree. 
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I Never Writ 
    Is Shakespeare an Oxfordian? 
   
 

 

1. 
A poet sets down much he blots 
  In the fair copy. Through the foul 
  Papers of my ‘prophetic soul’ 
I rummage, old abandoned plots 
 
I take from memory’s cobwebbed attic 
  And noise a bitter battle scene 
  With shadow-puppets on a screen. 
Fingers no longer acrobatic 
 
Hamlet-and-Lear it by lamp-light, 
  Shadowing forth their infinite 
  Sub-plots; but there’s no pith in it 
And the soliloquies lack bite 
 
And I beshrew me for a hack 
  To have set down this phrase, I scratch 
  That skald old rhymer’s ballad snatch 
And drain another cup of sack. 
 
My dearest, think that poetry 
  Is a species of gallantry 
  That oft ends on a gallows-tree. 
For it is of its own country. 
 
We see the world through your eyes, say 
  It in your speech. You are a prince 
  Indeed of life, which is, e’er since 
You wrote, lost in a Shakespeare play.  
 
I am labouring on a new edition, 
  In which I take to task the previous: 
  It used bad quartos, based on devious 
Textual assumptions (the omission 
 

Of references, and some misread 
  Words, too, I mention); I opine 
  Only my version’s genuine. 
I am my soul’s department head, 
 
  

 

Love’s not Time’s fool, though rosy lips and cheeks 

Within his bending sickle’s compass come; 

Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks, 

But bears it out, even to the edge of doom. 
 

If this be error and upon me proved, 

I never writ, nor no man ever loved. 
 

Sonnet 116 

 

It was not until the nineteenth century,  
whose speculative genius is a sort of living  
Hamlet, that the tragedy of Hamlet could  
find such wondering readers. Now, literature,  

philosophy and thought are Shakespearised. 
 

                        —Emerson 
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And so are my pronunciamentos  
  Canonical, authoritative.  
  My woodnotes sound a bit less native, 
These days, ‘tis true, sometimes mere centos  
 
Of passages from old anthologies. 
  Adam Kadmon, if he should live 
  Too long, might grow derivative, 
Revise himself, and make apologies, 
 
Nay, argue himself logically 
  Out of existence, save in theory. 
  How wearying ‘tis at times, how dreary, 
Such an ambiguous thing to be. 
 
That such a never-author has 
  So many ever-readers is 
  A fame someone should claim as his, 
But who is he, am I, alas? 
 
 
3. 
Why do I question ‘who’ and ‘why’ 
  And doubt I am the thing I am? 
  My Lady’s love proved such a sham 
It gave all certainties the lie. 
 
My error was upon me proved 
  So many times, I reckon it 
  Proof positive I never writ, 
And sure no woman ever loved. 
 
And so, withal, I question whether 
  I am the author of those plays. 
  They were so long ago, those days. 
Perhaps I do not altogether 
 
 

Remember who it was who wrote them.  
  I had a certain turn of phrase. 
  Some plays of mine, I hear, amaze 
The ages! I’m not sure I could quote them.  
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Medlars 
   A Medley 
 
I enter as Autolycus in a fur-lined great-coat patched  
with stripe-and-arrow-patterned convict-symbols.  
But am I not, rather, mercurial, Marlovian Mercutio? 

 
I. 

That pied, pieced, patched-which-way apparel, 
  The glozing voice, are mine, the pedlar’s. 
  What wares sell I? Medlars, and medlars. 
Not one good apple spoils the barrel. 
 
The difference between ripeness and 
  Decay is surely a matter of taste. 
  What one calls spoilage, a shame’s waste, 
Last, best gift of the golden land 
 
Another calls, and both have reason. 
   A snapper-up of trifles, ere 
   He exits, pursued by a bear— 
Alas!—likes things rare, out-of-season: 
 

The anemone, the shady bloomer, 
   The rath primrose, that dies forsaken. 
   Are all who like their Shakespeare shaken 
Not stirred by the quirk, the freak humour? 
 
Medlars unripened on the boughs, 
   Hardened to waiting, spoil to be 
   Softened and yet, still saucily 
Sure of their power to arouse 
 
Appetite for the fruit hard-got, 
  Decline to ripen otherwise 
  Than in an artificial guise, 
Else none doth ripen ere it rot. 
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II. 

Ah, Mespilus germanica! 
   Think not that I misspell Mespil 
   Nor the plant’s power, for good or ill, 
Dispel, that works from Africa 
 
To India to the Levantine 
  Ambiguously its, some (too pure 
  Of heart) call, decadent allure. 
Rosalind thinks the fruit divine, 

 
She’ll graft it on Orlando with 
   The bark of a love-lettered tree: 
   ‘The earliest fruit in the country’, See As You Like It, III, ii.—[Mr V] 

He’ll be, like it, both fact and myth. 
 
‘For you’ll be rotten ere you be 
  Half ripe’. That is the medlar’s virtue. 
  The tongue’s a meretrix can hurt you, 
Dears. She’s a whore, indecently 
 
Open to a suggestive play 
  On words and shapely images. 
  How tart in time the medlar is, 
How sweet to Romeos of a day!  
  Enter Mercutio mocking Romeo.  

Mercutio:  See Romeo and Juliet II, i.—[Mr V]  
Now underneath a medlar tree   
  He’ll wish his mistress such a sort 
  As maids amongst themselves in sport 
Call open-*rse, with ‘tee-hee-hee!’ Excuse the indecency… Blame  
  the Bard if you must, but forget not 
Autolycus: that he is both spirit and bawdy. 
Not like the music at the Proms,  
  This plangent noise of a Concerto 
  Romantico for Culaperto 
And Orchestra of screeching Toms! 
 
 
III.  

In time a Timon I become, 
  For to all things there is a season, 
  And I have insufficient reason 
For turning down the medlar some See Timon of Athens, IV iii.—[Mr V] 
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Friend offers, chiding me for want 
  Of moderation (he’s a pun 
  On ‘meddler’), venting thus upon 
My loss a moral, like a vaunt.  

 
Ah, to a medlar then let me See Measure for Measure IV, iii. 

  Be wedded, to the rotten fruit,        —[Mr V]  
  For time in yielding to my suit  
Brings me the bitterest dowry. 

 
  
IV. Oscar in Propria Persona 
 

This medlar of a Book I bear 
  May rot before its ripening. 
  Alas, this posthumous Miltoning 
Is such a foolish feat to dare! 
 

The grapes of wrath may mellow. Grapes 
  May rot, then deepen and mature 
  And time’s vicissitudes endure 
Till into delicate crystal shapes 
 
Decanted, on the palate fine, 
  Like the full meaning of things past 
  Speaking in tongues, they burst. (To outlast 
Their deaths they sued the god of wine 
 
To be his wild, renewing gift, 
  Refreshment for the revellers, 
  Potent to stir the noblest verse 
And into madness souls uplift.) 
 
When from the deep-delved earth they rise, 
  Hell’s gift, rain-bathed and sweetened in 
  The sun, they turn the blood-red, sin- 
Redeeming colour of Sacrifice. 

 
Dear, write your Thousand and One Nights 
  In Purgatory, or what-not. 
  I shall stage-manage scene and plot 

And help your Book set all to rights! 

   
♫ 
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Queen Mab in the Garden of Eden 

 

Dreaming, I stumble on the Garden  
  Of the Earthly Paradise, aloft. 
  I hear the strains of music soft 
And strange, as from the woods of Arden 
 
Wafted upon a weightless breeze.— 
  Or is it music to a vision 
  Of some mercurial magician? 
What pageant-staging shapes are these, 
 
As fine as dandelion spores, 
  Attending, not a chariot, 
  But, hollowed from a hazelnut, 
A coach, that in its stately course 
 
Is drawn by a grey-coated gnat? 
  And in the coach there rides a Queen. 
  This figure’s hardly to be seen 
By naked eye, but, squinted at, 
 
Proves a right royal She indeed. 
  Of cricket-bone she plies a whip; 
  An eyelash sprouting from the tip 
Goads the puce-coloured insect-steed. 
 
What business has this elfin band 
  On these austere, salvific heights? 
  In God’s red carpet, are they mites? 
And in the hollow of His hand 
 
Are we the little nits of light, 
  The lucciole, and our show, 
  The world, a little firefly-glow 
That warms His hands on a cold night? 
  
The glow between His fingers bleeds 
  A subtle luminosity 
  The soul can see, and eyes can see 
By, in the wood where Danger breeds— 
 
As some see in a gnat a horse 
  That pulls a coach of hazelnut 
  As real as Dante’s chariot: 
Two dreams, one Sorcerer their source. 

♫ 


